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ABSTRACT 
A foundation polynomial is used to induce polynomial bases for ff,_,[ xl, the 
vector space of polynomials of degree less than n over an arbitrary field IF. The 
associated bases are then used to block diagonalize the Bezout matrix of two 
polynomials under congruence. 0 Elseuier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a sequence of recent papers [lo, 6, 41 it was shown how to reduce 
Bezout and Hankel matrices over an algebraically closed field IF using a 
congruence transformation. These methods in essence consist of a combina- 
tion of 
(1) a vector space 7 of polynomials with a bilinear form ( ( >, 
(2) a suitable change of basis matrices on “t, and 
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(3) an expansion theory that mimics the theory of a complex variable, 
using differentiation and the “point at infinity.” 
Not surprisingly, confluent Vandermonde matrices play an important role. 
In this paper, we shall use a foundation polynomial I+!J(x) to induce four 
sets of dual polynomial bases for the vector space Y= (1, x, . . . , xnP ’ > over 
an arbitrary field lF. Various change of basis matrices will then be used to 
derive the desired generalization of the confluent Vandermonde matrix. We 
shall replace differentiation by p-adic expansion and the point at infinity by 
partial fraction expansions on the one hand and the product rule for divided 
differences on the other. This will ensure that we do not have to embed Y’ 
into an algebra of Laurent strings in order to get a basis free environment. In 
fact the basis free setting is supplied by the difference quotient 
qk Y) = 
rcl(x) - ‘k(Y) 
x-y * 
(1.1) 
It will be seen that the various standard matrices appear as change of basis 
matrices and consequently we obtain several relevant matrix identities. In 
addition, we shall give the matrix representative of the shifi operator 9 
relative to the various bases. The ideas in [6] will then be used to reduce the 
Bezout matrix over the arbitrary field iF. 
Let us begin by defining our concepts and giving the associated notation. 
For any two polynomials f(x), g(x) E lF[ x], the Bezout matrix B(f, g:) is 
defined by 
B(f, g) = pi,], 
where the coefficients hij come from the generating function 
~ ( f  g) = f(X>dY) - dX)f(Y) = c ChijXiY.i. (1.2) 
X-Y i j 
For a manic polynomials f< x> = fO + fi r + * ** +f,, x n ’ + x “, its com- 
panion matrix Lf is defined by 
0 0 0 *.. 0 -f” 
1 0 0 *.. 0 -f, 
LfX 0 1 0 
. . . . . . . . . 0 3-z 
(j (j 0 . . . 
1 -f,, - 1 
(1.3) 
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and the associated Hankel matrix rr = B(f, 1) is given by 
(1.4) 
In particular the “flip matrix” I,. with ones on the counterdiagonal will be 
denoted by F,. It is well known that over any ring with identity, 
Lfryf = TfLT. (1.5) 
Suppose next that p(x) is a prime polynomial of degree a( p) = 2 over F, 
i.e., p(x) is manic and irreducible. Then the hypercompanion matrix associ- 
ated with p(x)” is defined by the m X m block matrix 
LP O ... ... O 
N L, 0 ... 0 
H 
P 
m = :: 1’. ;, 
0 ;, N L; 0 
0 0 0 N L, 
(1.6) 
where N = E, l = eleT and e, is the standard unit vector. 
If @: V--+’ 7 is a nonderogatory linear operator on a vector space V, 
over a field F, with the minimal polynomial 
GCx) = tfi14i(x)..L (1.7) 
and qi prime over F, then the primary decomposition theorem yields 
7= &q, (1.8) 
i=l 
where V; = N[q:‘$d)], in which N[ qim~(.d)] is the null space of the operator 
qi”‘i(d). Now if dq, = Zi and xi is a vector in q with minimal polynomial 
qicxY-, then we may select for q the Jacobson chain basis 
_/j =Jm,[ti>xj?qi(X)] = [hi,qj(~)Ai,...,qi(~)m’-lAi], (leg) 
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where Ai is the cyclic chain 
hi = [Xi,dXi, . . . ,&‘Xi]. (1.10) 
Clearly this basis contains m,Z, vectors. It now follows that 
where Hi = H,:,. It is well known that Jacobson chains corresponding to 
distinct elementary divisors are linearly independent, provided the leaders are 
selected as above. Concatenating 
(MD- . , J,>> for 7, we see that 
these chains into a basis %J = 
a%,=%,H,, (1.12) 
where H, = diag[ H, , . . . , H,]. Needless to say, this canonical form is-field 
dependent. It is now convenient to introduce the notation of [MI!, to 
indicate the matrix representative of LX! relative to the basis pair !8 and @, 
and shorten [LZZ]~ to [&I%. Then 
[-+, = He> (1.13) 
to which we shall return repeatedly. 
By analogy to (1.51, we may state that if A,( p> = F,,, Q r,, Q being the 
right direct product, then 
H,4( P) = A,,( PP,‘,. (1.14) 
In the special case where p(x) = x - a, a E IF, then Hpm reduces to the 
usual Jordan block 
I a 0 . . . . . . 0 1 (Y 0 ... 0 Jm((Y) = ; ; ; ... ; 1 . (1.15) 
001 a0 
000 lcr 
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We may also associate with a polynomial g(x) = l’l,F= i( x 
n X n confluent Vandermonde matrix 
where 
npl,m,-1 
k,j=O 
(1.17) 
is made up of the first mi columns of Caratheodory’s n x n binomial matrix 
n-l,n-1 
It is well known that 
,_ 
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Ai)“z the 
(1.16) 
(1.18) 
where J, and fig are respectively the Jordan matrix and the confluent 
Vandermonde matrix corresponding to the prime factorization of g( x ). Part 
of our aim is to generalize the above to block diagonalization over an arbitrary 
field given by 
L;W = WHfT, (1.19) 
where W is a natural generalization of the confluent Vandermonde matrix 
R,. A general solution to (1.19) was given in [2]. 
Our first step is to replace differentiation by p-adic expansion. The key 
observation in this regard is the following result from 121. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let p(x) be a nwnic polynomial of degree 1 over F. Zff(x) 
is any polynomial over F, then there exist unique polynomials r](x) over IF, 
of degree less than 1, such that 
for some finite nonnegative integer k. 
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We note in passing that the p-adic expansion in Lemma 1.1 gives a 
generalization of the “Taylor series” for polynomials. Throughout this paper, 
we shall denote the minimal polynomial of x by I,!J~(x) and the degree of a 
polynomial p(x) by a( p(x)). 
We conclude this section by giving an outline of this paper. In Section 2, 
we define a bilinear form on the vector space 7 induced by r/~. In Section 3 
we discuss generalized polynomial bases, and in Section 4 we examine the 
change of basis matrices. We then investigate dual bases and conclude in 
Section 6 with the reduction of the Bezoutian. 
2. THE BILINEAR FORM INDUCED BY q(x) 
Consider the foundation polynomial I,/J( X) = cg + crx + ... +x”. We may 
associate with $I the vector space V= (1, x, . . . , xn-r), which is a subspace 
of [F[ xl, the algebra of all polynomials over [F. There are now two ways to 
proceed. Either we consider 7 as a subalgebra of E[ x], with multiplication 
defined modulo Q (i.e. as an E[ X] module with the module action defined 
appropriately) or we embed V into lF((n:-r)), the infinite dimensional space 
of truncated formal Laurent series in l/x. This approach is discussed in [ 111 
and [12]. We propose to use the former avenue of attack and use the fact that 
if f E V and +]f then f = 0, though the latter is the more standard 
approach. 
The embedding procedure has the effect of allowing one to work in a 
basis free setting, while at the same time mimicking residue theory and thus 
facilitating the computations. The Laurent strings have the form a = 
Cy= _,Guj(xP’)j, with aj = 0 forj < --n,, and represent an expansion about 
infinity. Needless to say, after the manipulations have been performed in 
[F((x-‘)), one has to come down to %r/ for a final conclusion. 
For two elements a = ,X7= -,“njj(rP’)j and b = CT_,,,bj(x-‘)j, one can 
consider the pairing 
[a,h] = Cu_j-,bj. 
--(r 
(2.1) 
We may of course embed the field of rational functions [F(x) into F(( x-l)) by 
defining f/g = gP'f, with g-’ E E((x-‘>). The pairing (2.1) may then be 
used to construct a bilinear form on y, induced by the foundation polyno- 
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mial I,!J. Indeed, for fC x) and g( x) in Y, we may define [lo] 
<f, g> = [Vfa g]. (2.2) 
Note that it is necessary to go outside 7 to define this. We shall avoid the 
“residue” computations involving infinity by defining a bilinear form directly 
on 7. Indeed, for f, g E 7, we set 
(fig) = f'Ipg, (2.3) 
where I,, is the Hankel matrix associated with 1+!4x> and f and g are the 
coordinate columns of f and g respectively relative to the standard basis 
BST(X) = [l, x, x2 ) . . . ,  x”-11, (2.4 
which we shorten to (%JST when there is no risk of confusion. That is, 
f(x) = 11, x, . . . . x”-‘If, with f = [fo,fi, . . . , f,, _ , IT. It goes without saying 
that if s%? = i%(x) is any basis for 7, then $8 = Bs, M for some constant 
matrix M. Several remarks are now in place. 
First, the above bilinear form is symmetric, since I is symmetric. Second, 
this representation of the form ( 1 ) 1s not basis free. We shall give a basis 
free version shortly. Third, the two bilinear forms ( I > and ( , ) given in 
(2.3) and (2.2) are actually equivalent on 7. Indeed, with the polynomial $ 
given earlier, if 
I/-’ = c dj( xPi)J, 
j=l 
then a Hankel matrix H(l/$) can be constructed as 
d, d, ... d,, 
4 4 ... A+, 
K(l/51,) = : : . . 
4 d, ... dzri-!z 
d, d,,+, ... A,,-, 
By comparing the coefficients of x, it can be shown that 
(2.5) 
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i.e., H,,(~/I+!J) = Fi’. It f o 11 ows from this discussion that 
(fig) = f“I& = (Vf, g> = (f, Vg). (2.6) 
As always, we may, with the aid of the bilinear form (fig), induce a 
linear functional _Ei on 7 via 
qg> = (fig:>. 
Hence there is a natural isomorphism between y and V*. Two ordered 
bases s%,, = [u,, U, ... u,,_ ,] and $Bh = [v,, w, **a u,_,] are said to be 
rl~llal of each other with respect to ( I > if 
_!qflj) = (UjlWj) = aij. (2.7) 
In the next three sections, we shall first investigate the bases for r induced 
by the elementary polynomial I+!J,( x), after which we shall derive their duals. 
3. GENERALIZED POLYNOMIAL BASES FOR y 
Consider again the vector space V= (I, X, . . . , x “- ’ ) described in the 
previous section. Needless to say, we always have the standard basis ‘23,, = 
[l, X, X2 )...) Xfl_’ 1, which is field independent. Suppose that we have the 
foundation polynomial I)( ) x and that we wish to induce new bases for 7 via 
this polynomial. Suppose that 
is the prime factorization of I+!I and that 
(3.2) 
where &qi) = Zi and Cm,Z, = n = &I,!J~). Since the I+!+ are relatively prime, 
gcd(lCI,, rlrz,..., I+!J~) = 1 and hence there exist polynomials gi(x) with &g,) 
< m,l, such that g, @, + g,+, + .** +gs$< = 1. If we now set gir+ki = hi, 
then 
h, + h, + ... +h, = 1. (3.3) 
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Moreover, we have the associated partial fraction expansion 
+p&. (3.4) 
Let us now replace x in (3.3) by H = H, to give I = E:=, gi( H >I)~( H 1. But 
since 9imil*j for i Zj, we arrive at 
’ = g*( Hi)+i( Hi), i = l,...,s. (3.5) 
In other words, if G = diag[g,( H,), . . . , gp( H,)], then 
G-’ = diag[rCIl(H1),..., k(H,)]- (3.6) 
It is clear that G-’ = 4(H), where C$ = I)~ + *-- + I,!J*. On the other hand, 
since GH = HG and H is nonderogatory, G must also be a polynomial in H. 
In fact, since gcd(+, @) = I, th ere exist polynomials t(x) and V(X) such that 
45 + Jlv = 1, and hence G = t(H). 
Next let 9 be the shift operator [lo, 111 defined by 
y(f) = ($>mod.+(x)T f~ y. (3.7) 
In other words, fif) gi ves the remainder when xf(x) is divided by 1/4x). 
We shall repeatedly use the following trivial property of 9. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any polynomi&f(x), g(x) E 7 
f(~)(g) = d-wf> =_@%(5”)(1). 
Proof. Since fi Xk> = (Yjk+ ‘(1) we have 9’( xk) = 9’yk(l). The 
lemma now follows from the linearity of 9. n 
It is easily seen that 
WIST = L, (3.8) 
and hence that 1/4x) is the minimal polynomial of 9 on 7. In other words, 
9 is nonderogatory on y. Consequently, (I.7)-(1.13) apply to U’ = 9, with 
minimal polynomial @cl(x) factored as in (3.1). Then using any Jacobson chain 
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basis %, for V= @;=,N[c~~(P’)~~‘~] = @i=,v;i, we see that 
[9’]q = H,. (3.9) 
The freedom that we have is in the selection of the leaders xi of the Jacobson 
chains. It goes without saying that these leaders xi, indeed all the links in the 
chain, are made up of polynomials. 
Let us now show that for two particular choices of xi, we obtain two 
fundamental polynomial bases for the vectorspace 7. These bases are 
induced by the polynomial $(r) and depend on its prime factorization (3.1) 
and thus on the field IF. 
We first need a preliminary result. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ‘T”= @;‘= ,V; with ‘q = N[q,(P)“‘~] be the primary 
decomposition of Y”= (1, s, . . . , r”- ‘>. Then 
6) q!+(x) E V;, h,(x) E %;; 
(ii) hi(P) is th e projection onto V; rrlong Cl3 k + i Vk ; 
(iii) [q!5(P)qi(P)j]hi(x) = 9,(s)j$+(x) = [qi(9Yl@i(X>,j < m,; 
(iv) relative to 9, both +!J~ and hi hncc~ the trlinimal polynomial yi( ~)“‘a. 
Proof. (i): Clearly, 9rz(P)$,(x) = q,“‘$Y,>$(9Xl) = t/&9X1) = 0. 
Since V; is 9 invariant, it follows that h, = g!rCr, E V;. 
(ii): This follows from the primary decomposition theorem. 
(iii): On account of Lemma 3.1, and 1)ecause hi(9111(II(x) = rCl,(x), we 
have 
= y,(y’)‘rcI,( x) = (ri( x)“Q$( x). 
The last equality is clear. 
(iv): From part (i), we know that 9T’*(Y)glr,(.r) = 0 while 9,11’-‘(~)$2(X) 
# 0. Likewise from part (i), hi E v;. On the other hand, since 
9i(s;u) “zl-l$jcli(x) = q,(x) “‘~~l+i(r) + 0, it follows from part (iii) with j = m, 
- 1 that qi(Y)“‘~~‘hi(x) # 0. W 
It is clear from Lemma 3.1 that we may choose the chain leaders to be hi 
and 1cI,. If we select x, = A(X), then the corresponding chain basis is denoted 
bY 
‘B (Xi = [~,~~,,...,~,sl> (3.10) 
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where for i = l,... , s, lIi has links Yk&(9)qi(x)‘, i.e. 
23 CH = [ ,iij)] 
in which 
m, - 1, 
k=o,l,..., &-I. 
(3.11) 
From (1.13), we may conclude that 
[91CH = H$ = diag[Hi]scl. (3.12) 
If on the other hand we select our leader to be xi = hi(x) = g,(x)&(x), 
then we obtain the corresponding Jacobson chain basis [+lij’] = 
[j%&Y)jhi(x)l, which will b e referred to as the interpolation basis and is 
denoted by B ui. Again from (1.13), we see that 
[yInI = Hti = diag[ Hi];_,. (3.13) 
Let us now show that ‘93 nI does indeed generalize the Hermite interpola- 
tion basis, which is used in the closed field case (see [6] and [lo]). The latter 
basis (G”j’) has the “spiked interpolation” property D’G(‘j’(t,) = j! ail aj,., 
(where D denotes differentiation) and is the key to the spectral theorem for 
matrices. In this classical case, where F = @, we have 
B,, = [ c#“‘( x) . . . c#$+-“( x), . . . , &“‘(x) . . . c#$=“( x)], (3.14) 
and the change of basis matrix from the standard to the interpolation basis is 
of course the Vandermonde matrix, i.e. 
[l x x2 ... x”-i] = B&. (3.15) 
In the general case, instead of differentiating the polynomials $:“j’ in ‘Bu,, 
we shall use their p-adic expansion given by Lemma 1.1. 
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Now by definition, $iii’( x) = c40kyj(Y).ihi(x), which says that 
for i = 1,. . . , s, j = 0,. . . , m, - 1, k = 0,. . . , Zi - 1. The polynomials 
f5q.‘) = x~qi(x)Ozi(x) may have degree larger than n, unlike 4fj), which 
are remainders after division by $(x). 
Now in order to expand a given polynomial f< X) in the basis % u, as 
f( x) = [,Fk cp)#j)( x) , 
we need a simple way of finding its coefficients cpj). Not surprisingly, these 
coefficients can be found by using the y,-adic expansion of f(x). This is made 
more precise by the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f( x) E Y with basis ,x3 HI. Suppose the q,-adic expan- 
sion off is given by 
m, - I 
f( ‘1 = C ‘i,( ‘)4t( ‘1” + Vi(‘)““(*) (3.17) 
j= 0 
fori = l,... , s, and its ba.sis expansion in ‘B [,, is 
f(x) = c Cpgq Ix). 
i.j, k 
l,- 1 
ri,( x) = C cfj)xk 
k = o 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
jb- i = 1,. . . , s, j = 0,. . . , wli - 1, k = 0,. . . , li - 1. 
Proof. First observe that h,(P’)h,(P’)(l) = h,(P)Sij. Now applying the 
projection operator h,(Y) to both sides of (3.17) shows that 
h,(cY)f( x) = c cZ’W’kq,(9)ih,( x), 
k>j 
(3.20) 
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and likewise from (3.18) we arrive at 
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m,-I 
h,(p)f(x) = C ht(y)rtj( x)9,(x)’ + ht(y)qt( x)m’(*)* (3*21) 
j=O 
Since h,(y)rtJ(x)9,(x)j = rtj(Sa)9t(5@)jh,(x) and h,(~)9,(~)“f = 0, 
Equation (3.21) is equivalent to 
m,-1 
ht(9)f(x) = C rfj(p)9t(y)jht( ‘)* (3.22) 
j=O 
As both (3.22) and (3.20) are basis expansions, we have the required equality, 
i.e. 
lL - 1 
rtj( x) = c cpxk, 
k=O 
and this finishes the proof. 
Let us now briefly digress to make some remarks. 
n 
REMARK 3.1. Given the foundation polynomial +(x) = n~=19i(~)m1, 
we may, using Lemma 1.1, expand a given polynomial f(r) E 7 for each i 
as 
TTl-1 
f(‘) = C ‘ij(‘)Si(‘)j + 9i(X)m’e(x) (3.23) 
j=o - 
for some polynomial e(x), where ~[a,,(~>1 < Zi. Using the coefficient 
nomials, we can construct a “9,-adic table” of f(x) relative to I,!J, made 
the first mi coefficients: 
PolY- 
up of 
91 %(X) (Yr( X) .*. a.. %-1(X) 
92 RI(r) P,(r) *.. ... .** K-1 ,’ 
i3.24) 
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where crj = alj, pj = atj, etc. N ow from Lemma 3.3 one can at once 
conclude that the links in the interpolation basis !Zj uI = [ 4pj)], induced by 
I/J, have precisely the “spiked interpolation table” in which all coefficients in 
(3.24) are zero except for the polynomial coefficient rij( X) of 91, which is rk. 
Needless to say, this solves the 9,-adic interpolation problem, in that given 
any 9,-adic table (3.24), i.e., given the rjJ(x), there exists a unique polynomial 
f(r) in Y (of degree < n) such that f has precisely this 9,-adic table. In 
fact, 
i,j,k 
with rij( x) = Ci:hc(kij) for i = 1, . . . , s and j = 0, 1, . . . , M, - 1 will do. 
REMARK 3.2. The 9,-adic interpolation may at once be extended to the 
two variable case. Indeed, suppose f<r, y> is a polynomial in two variables 
such that x in f(~, y) is less than n. Now since the polynomials 9i(~) are 
manic, we may expand f uniquely as 
m, ~ 1 
f(ra Y) = C ‘tJ(r, y)9i( ‘)j + 9i( x)““(*)> (3.26) 
i = 0 
while on the other hand, expanding f in the interpolation basis (au,(x), we 
get 
f ( x, y) = c dp’( y) cg’“( x) (3.27) 
i.j.k 
for some dtj’( y). Hence 
I.- 1 
'ij( x, Y) = C df’)( Y) Xk 
k = o 
f or i = l,...,s, j = O,..., m, - 1. 
4. CHANGE OF BASIS MATRICES 
(3.28) 
Let us now turn to the question of finding the change of basis matrices 
that exist between the three bases B sr, $23 H,, and %c, . For the first two our 
strategy shall be to use Lemma 3.3 and compare the 9,-adic expansion of rt 
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with its expansion in the basis anI. For t = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, we have 
x t = c ry< X)Si( x)’ + q( xyyf), 
j=O 
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(i) 
(ii) 
which on account of Lemma 3.3 says that r,:‘)(x) = Cfr~~c~/)zrk for j = 
0 , . . . , mi - 1, i = 1,. . . , s. 
Next, let r$) be the standard coordinate column for t-$)(x), and define 
the column vector w,~ by 
x-i;) 
rj:’ 
Wit = 14 . . (4-l) r(t) ,,m-1 
Lastly, we construct the n X n q-adic coefficient matrix W by 
WT = [z f[ f; ;j = [wij], (4.2) 
and consequently we have 
!-BST = Bniwr. (4.3) 
It is interesting to note that in the closed field case, W reduces to the 
confluent Vandermonde matrix R and thus is the most general Vandermonde 
matrix. 
Consider next the chain basis ‘Bc, = [II,, 112, . . . , n,] of (3.101, where 
+j)(r) = xk+~(X)9i(X>j. w e now make the following selection in (1.8): 
_!.Y= L,, ST-= IF”, and x = $j(&)ei. (4.4) 
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Then clearly tiX = qj(x) “‘J, and the corresponding Jacobson chain 
the special form 
HARTWIG 
basis takes 
Moreover by (Lll), L,,, Ej = El IiZi and thus 
L,E = EH,. (4.6) 
Now because of the special choice of the leaders r,$(&)er, the columns of Ej 
are precisely the coordinate columns of the polynomials in the chain IIj 
expanded in powers of x, i.e. fIj = ‘23 sr Ej, and thus 
$BCH = ‘BSTE. (4.7) 
We close this section by completing the circle as far as the three bases 
B CH> ‘B sr, and 55 u, are concerned. 
Consider s%,, = [II,, KI,, . .., II,5l and ‘%nr = [@r,Q2 ,..., (D,l. Then 
from (3.12) we have YQi = aoi Hi and $i(P)@i = Qi Gi( Hi). Examine now 
the (1, k) link in I&(P’)@~. With the aid of Lemma 3.3, this may be written as 
rIi(P)[Pkgi(P)ih,( X)] =‘+4i(p)j+i( ‘>, (4.8) 
which is precisely the (j, k) link in Iii. In other words, we have shown that 
Iii = @,$,,(H,) or 
‘3,” = B,,diag[ +,:(H,)]sEl. (4.9) 
Combining (4.3), (4.7), and (4.9), we obtain the interesting identity 
W-T = EG. (4.10) 
Let us next turn to the question of dual bases. 
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5. DUAL BASES 
We now turn to the question of finding the duals of the three fundamen- 
tal bases that we have met thus far. It goes without saying that in what follows 
all duality statements will be with respect to this bilinear form ( 1 > of (2.3). 
Moreover we recall that if [Y]~ = M, the [PIBe = M ‘, and secondly, if 
B’ = BM, then B* = (B’)*MT. 
Our first observation is that 
LEMMA 5.1. If 2~3~ = Bs,M and ‘x3, = BsSTN, Then ‘Ba and Bb are 
dual bases exactly when NM T = r, = MN T. 
Proof. Suppose B3, = [uO ui **a u,_i] and Bh = [~a pi *** o,_i]. 
Then ui = ‘B sr Me, and vj = BST Nej. Hence their coordinate columns in 
the standard basis are Me, and Nej respectively, and 
(uiluj) = ef’MTI’clNej. (5.1) 
Equation (5.1) says that MT r; lN = I, ensuring the result. n 
Let us now give an alternative, basis free characterization of duality. This 
characterization will simplify many of the dual-basis calculations. Consider 
the difference quotient 
When there is no risk of confusion, we shorten D+(x, y) to De. The 
following lemma can now be stated. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf P’(x) = [f,,(x) ,..., fn_l(x)l and 28~) = [go(y) ,..., 
g,_ I( y)] are two strings of polynomials such that 
then .F( x) and g’(x) are bases for Y which are dual relative to ( ) ). 
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Proof. Suppose 9(x) = ‘23,,(x)F and F?‘(y) = Bs,(y)G. Then 
Dti<x, y) = Bs,,(x)FG’)23s,(y)‘. On th e other hand, it is well known (see 
[3, p. 841) that 
Qb(x, Y) = ~QMx)r&r( Y)“. (5.3) 
Hence BsST(x)FGrBs,(y)’ = %ST(~)IJ,BsT(y)r, ensuring that 
FG7‘ = I-,. (5.4) 
This shows not only that F and G are invertible and hence .F and g are 
bases, but also, by Lemma 5., that these bases are dual to each other. n 
It further follows that the shift operator Y is self-adjoint with respect to 
( I >, i.e., 
Indeed, it is clear that [ 10, 1 l] 
[LIST = L, (5.5) 
from which 
Wflg) = (L,f)“ryg. (5.6) 
Using (1.51, we get L;r;' = r; I = r; ‘L,. Substituting this in Equation 
(5.6) yields 
frL?;,r;lg = fTr,-lL,g = (flq), (5.7) 
which proves the assertion. 
Consider next the standard basis 23 ST, which is “field independent.” To 
find its dual B&, we observe that (see [3, p. 841) 
qb(x, Y> = 
ccl(x) - NY) 
x-y 
= P,(y) + P,( y)x + ... +P,_l( y)xn-' 
= BST( x)‘X3&‘,( y)“, (5.8) 
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where 
B&(y) = [P,(y),P,(y),...,P,-l(Y)] = [17YV**Y-111$. (5.9) 
The duality foll ows from Lemma 5.2. The polynomials P,(y) are often 
referred to as the adjoint polynomials of I,!J, because if I+!J( x) is the character- 
istic polynomial for A and adj(xZ - A) = CPltAixi, then Aj = Z’,(A). For 
this reason, we refer to B& as the adjoint basis rather than the control basis. 
These bases are indeed field independent and play a dominant role in matrix 
theory. We note that (5.9) says that 
%Xx) = BST(X)I&. (5.10) 
Let us now turn to the field dependent basis pairs for y. Again we shall 
use the bilinear form 0,(x, y) to compute the dual bases %r!ji and B&. 
The former will be the generalization of the spectral bases as given in [lo]. In 
essence, finding dual bases is no more difficult than finding suitable factoriza- 
tions of 0,(x, y). We start by defining the adjoint polynomials of qi(x) as 
AT(x) = [l, x )...) W],,, 
= [ p$‘( x), p’l”( x), . . . , pjf’ I( x)] , (5.11) 
where I,,( is the Hankel matrix associated with q,(x). Needless to say, 
Dq,(X, y) = Ai(x)A~(Y)T* 
For a fixed 1 < i < s, consider the factorization +(x) = q,(x)“~$~(r) and 
write 
If we now expand D( $) in the basis ‘%? uI as 
D+( x, y) = c $j)( y) +h’j’( x) > 
i,j.k 
then 
4(x, Y) = %(+el( y)“. 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
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and we have our dual bases. Our aim is to find the coefficients rfij)( y). This 
we now pursue. 
Adding in and subtracting out q,(x)“‘~~/~( y) in the numerator of (5.12), we 
obtain the “product rule” for divided differences: 
D+ = Dqrz+i( y) + 9i( r)““Dei 
= D 9r”l(T) -9?‘(y) 
” 9i(r) - 9i( Y) 
4,(Y) + 91( V’(*) 
= 9?(x) -9?,(y) 
[ 9i(‘) - 91(Y) 1 [ +i(Y)‘i(‘)lz:(Y)‘] + 9i(r)““(*) 
WI-1 
= C 9!(,)[Ai(x)A:( Y)T](llllipiel( Y)rcli(!j) + qi(‘)“‘(*). 
j=O 
(5.15) 
This may now be rewritten as 
nl- 1 
D(4) = C 9{(x)‘j(x> Y) + 9i(X)““(?)> (5.16) 
j=O 
where 
rj(xt Y) = 9i mt-‘-‘(y)+/i(~)[Ai(r)AT(y)T]* (5.17) 
We observe that according to (3.28), Equation (5.17) is just the 9,-adic 
expansion of D(4). Lastly we use (3.28) and Equation (5.17) to obtain the 
coefficients 
i = l,...,s, 
+)(x) =p~)(x)9,(n:)m,~j-1~i(r), j = 0,l >...>mi - 1, (5.18) 
k=O,l,..., Zi- 1, 
or, listed in full, 
!B& = [ @1(9;nl-1A;, 9;I’-‘A*,, . . . . A;);...; 
+S(9,,?~-1A~,9,“*-‘A; ,..., A:)]. (5.19) 
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To derive the dual for BcH we shall, instead of using D(+I), make use of 
the result just obtained. Indeed, we may relate )I),, and !J3 & directly. First 
let us define 
A = diag[A,l(ql)....,A,,~9.~)], (5.20) 
where A,,,,(9i) = F,, 8 rq2. Clearly, HA = AHr. It now follows from (5.18) 
and (3.11) that 
%*=B A HI CH . (5.21) 
Next, it should be noted that the basis Bz, is ordered in the reverse manner 
to ‘BC.. Combining (5.21) with (3.6) shows that 
BEi = %?,,A = BH,diag[ &( Hi)]s=iA = %u,G-‘A, (5.22) 
which generalized (16) of [6]. 
As a by-product we may now obtain the dual basis B&. Consider the 
string of polynomials t(x) = [ tf’jVx)l, defined by 
,$j)( x) = [ pp)( x)qi( ~)“‘~-j~~h~( x)] mod 4(x). (5.23) 
These polynomials look very similar to those given in (3.16), and it is easy to 
establish that 
&?j)( x) = BH,A. (5.24) 
Lastly, recall that A is symmetric, we arrive at 
Needless to say, [ ((x)] and BccIi are dual of each other and B& = !I3 H,A. 
It should be remarked here that the dual basis BEH can be obtained from 
!B CH in exactly the same way manner that ‘Bz, was obtained from BHI. 
Indeed, all we have to do is use A:(x) in the 9,-a& expansion (3.24) and 
replace A,(X) and AT(r) by their duals in (5.15). Hence we may think of 
($3 ui, %? L,) and (B CH, iI3 :H ) as a “dual pair” of bases. 
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We now give a new dual base pair for 7. This pair, $2, and %3,*, 
corresponds to yet another way of factoring the polynomial D(I)). As will be 
seen, this pair of bases is asymmetric. The factorization uses the s-term 
product rule for divided differences: 
D,J x, y) = 2 fjqi( x)- 9t( 4”2, - 9t( Y)m, 
t=r i=l X-Y 1 fi 9j( Y)? (5.26) j=t+1 
in which we replace the middle term by 
[ 
9tW’ - 9t( Y)“” 
4t(X) _ 4t( y) 1 ‘i(r)‘:(Y)r 
m,-I 
= ,FO 9i( x)‘[ Ri( x)A;( y)r]9J ~)~,-j-‘. (5.27) 
This yields the basis 
9;7’19;)12 ... 96”‘;1(A,s, qSA2,. . . , 9,;vP1As)] (5.28) 
and its dual basis 
B; = [q;“qs”-‘;l *** 9ff”(q;“‘-‘A~,9r”‘~“A~,...,qlA~); 
9Sm’9Sm-‘~’ ... 9:‘(9;“-‘A;, ~;“z-~A*,, . . . , 92A;);. . .; 
(q65-1A:, qI”*-“A: ,..., c~,~A:,A:)], (5.29) 
which by construction satisfy 0,(x, y) = Bp(r)B~(y)T. In compact form 
we write B = [ ppj’] and B* - P P  [ uLij)], where 
and 
p:ij) = 9;119,“s . . . 4;y4/xk (5.30) 
Again we note that BP * is ordered in the reverse way to BP. 
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As with the other bases, ‘BP may also be expressed in terms of the 
standard basis. Indeed, 
BP = ‘B,, K, (5.32) 
where K is given by [B, Equation (5.2)] 8 an corresponds to the factorization d 
* = 4141 --- 4849. If for a polynomial f(x) = f,,f, x + 1-e +fk x k we denote 
the (T + k) x r shift matrix S,(f) by (see [9]) 
S,(f) =
then for any h(x), 
‘fo . . . . . . 0 
fl fo --- 0 
: fl . . . ; 
fk ... .-. f,, 
fk ... fl 
. . . . 
0 ..: jk 
h(x)[l,x )..., xr-l] = [l, x ,.I.) X”l+r-‘]S,(h) 
= [l, X )..., x”-’ 
Ii I 
sr’oh’ . 
This shows that 
It further follows that x ‘a, = gsp H,,, , or equivalently 
[Y],,, = I&, 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
(5.36) 
where l?$ is the modified hypercompanion matrix as defined in (4.1) of [9] 
corresponding to the prime factorization I,!I = q,q, ..a q,q,. That is, if 
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<fi>...> fk) = (q,,... 
ir,(fi) 
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q8) and k = m, + ... +m, then 
(3.7) 
with Li = Lf and N, = Ei,n ,. In addition, we recall that [B] 
L,k = tie, 
which parallels (1.18). 
(5.38) 
We close this section by listing some of the more important basis changes 
that we have derived so far: 
2LJ CH = BSTE, B;T = a&ET, 
‘x3., = a,,G, iF3zH = B&G?‘, 
,%I, = B3,,A, B*=8 A 
(5.39) 
HI CH ) 
23 ST = BH,WT, B* =LB*w HI ST 2 
‘x3, = %STK> !.qT = ‘93~KT. 
We further note the four representations of the shift operator mod I,!J: 
[dST = L, > [~]CH = H+ = kdHI2 [Y]&? = fi$. (5.40) 
6. BASIS CHANGES AND THE BEZOUTIAN 
We conclude this paper by showing that as a by-product of our study of 
fundamental bases for y, we obtain a string of interesting matrix identities, 
which in turn allow us to reduce the Hankel and Bezout matrices over an 
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arbitrary field, via congruence. Needless to say, the matrix identities can be 
interpreted in terms of the action of the shift operator 9. 
First recall that the confluent Vandermonde matrix R, satisfies the 
following well-known identity: 
LylT = q&“. (6.1) 
NOW by (4.3), we have 9%Js,, =923u,W T = ‘Q3nI HW T, while on the other 
hand, by (3.8), 9%Js,, = BsT L = 23 HIW TL. Hence 
LTW = WHT, (6.2) 
which shows that the matrix W, induced by I), does indeed generalize the 
confluent matrix R,. Thus we shall refer to it as the p-adic Vandermonde 
matrix. We saw in (4.10) that this matrix is closely related to the chain matrix 
E and the partial fraction matrix G, via EC = WeT. Moreover, if we contrast 
BnI = BsrWmT with its dual B&W = 23$i = B,-,A = ‘23s,,EA and apply 
Lemma 5.1. we obtain 
EA = &W. (6.3) 
Combining these, we arrive at 
WTI’,W = WTEA = G-IA. (6.4 
It is well known that the Bezoutian B(n, f> may be reduced to block diagonal 
form as [6, 121. 
where r)(x) = n~=i<x - aijnl, vi(x) = 7(x)/(x - a,)“,, F,, is the ni x ni 
flip matrix, and J,,(u,> is the Jordan block defined earlier. Let us now 
generalize the above result to an arbitrary field [F, i.e. reduce the Bezout 
matrix B( +, f> of the polynomials $4 X) and f(x), neither of which may have 
linear factors over IF. 
We will use some of the ideas from [6] and [lo]. Let us recall that relative 
to the foundation polynomial I/I, [Y&r = L and hence that [f(P)]sr = f( L). 
Consequently, fCY>B& = jYYI%Js,I = 23 srf( L)T, i.e. [f(9)]:; * = 
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f(L)T. Since LT = FL’ (i.e., 9’ is self-adjoint with respect to ( 1 >> this 
necessarily also equals rf< LjT, which is Bamett’s representation of the 
Bezout matrix B(I,!J, f> [l]. 
Next consider f(Y) as a linear map from (7/, ,%,*I into (Y, BsT) and 
suppose we change bases to (7, ‘%? E, I and (7, ‘8 nI ) respectively. Using the 
commuting diagram of dual bases 
and [I]!!, it can be concluded that 
[f<~>llY* = w[f(Aq;; *W = WTB( @, f)\V. (6.7) 
Now from (5.22) we see that 
[f<~>l,“:* = [fmld~l~:. =.f(H,)diag[~i(Hi)]:‘=,A, (6.8) 
which also equals diag[ (lr,( H,‘)]j= , Af( H,"), since HA = SH ‘. This yields 
the following theorem: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let B($, f) be the Bcxnt nlatrir corresponding to the 
polynomials *(r> and f(x), ad let W he the q-adic coefficient matrix 
corresponding to I,!J( x) defined by (4.2). Then 
bVTB($,f >lV = diag[f( Hi)$i( Hi)A,~l,]‘~=l. (6.9) 
It can be shown that (6.9) d re uces to (6.5) when I)(X) splits into linear 
factors over IF. 
In conclusion, let us now use Theorem 6.1 to diagonalize the Hankel 
matrix H(f/$) of tv vo 10 vnomials f(x) and I,!J(x) [lo] via congruence. 1 1, 
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COROLLARY 6.1. If H = H(f/+) is the general Hankel matrix corre- 
sponding to the polynomials f and $, then 
w~lH(f/lCI)W-T = diap[A,lf(Hi)[~i(Hi)]-‘]I=I. (6.10) 
Proof. Simply observe [lo] that 
H(f/rCr) = r,-‘B(cCr,f)ri’, (6.11) 
in which we substitute the expression (6.9) for %(+, f> to give the desired 
diagonalization. n 
We close with the remark that the above identities can be used, in 
conjunction with the results of [9] to compute the determinant of the p-adic 
coefficient matrix. In fact, 
detW= tG j=$l Res(q,, 9j)m”“‘a (6.12) 
which reduces to the well-known formula for the determinant of the conflu- 
ent Vandermonde matrix when the 9i’s are linear. Details will be provided 
elsewhere. 
The authors wish to thank Professor G. Heinig for several stimulating 
discussions. 
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